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Executive Summary
To assess the opinions on the current state of the Florida Digital Archive, along with practices and
processes associated with its use, FALSC conducted a survey that was sent out to all 40 colleges and
universities. It was available between May 31st and June 21st, 2017. FALSC received responses from all 12
universities, as well as 11 of the 28 community and state colleges. This Executive Summary presents a
high level overview of the responses in the order that the items appeared on the survey itself. The main
body of the report also follows the flow of the survey items, with greater detail, along with full-text of
comments received to most items1.

FCS RESULTS: Summary
Of the 11 FCS institutions who responded to the survey, a strong majority of 64% are interested in
archiving materials in the Florida Digital Archive. The kinds of things they mentioned that they would
wish to preserve included institutional information, collections, and history, as well as materials relevant
to local history generally. There was also discussion on current and future use of Islandora for archival
purposes.
Those who are not interested in archiving with the Florida Digital Archive offered several reasons.
These ranged from staffing issues (i.e., not having enough staff to prioritize this as a new project), a
perception of institutional archiving needs being met by Islandora, copyright issues, perception of not
enough staff knowledge of the materials that would be archived, and simply a lack of materials to
archive (some mentioned that they don’t see barriers per se, they just have no reason to archive).

SUS RESULTS: Summary
Two-thirds of the universities indicated that they have archived materials in the FDA in the past
year. Of those, 75% (6 universities) archived exclusively into their own institutional accounts.
Additionally, exactly half of the universities indicated that they have archived materials into other longterm preservation repositories during the same time period. These included ProQuest, the UF Tivoli
system, Internet Archive, HathiTrust, and Lyrasis.
Over the past year, 3 of the 12 universities, in addition to archiving their own materials, have
archived materials in the FDA that are owned by other institutions. These institutions indicated that they
have agreements in place with the other institutions, and descriptions of these agreements and
arrangements can be found in the main body of the report below.
Regarding specific archival material types in the FDA, a majority of 8 of the universities are archiving
Digitized versions of materials in Special Collections (2 are required to do so); 7 universities are archiving
Electronic Theses and Dissertations (6 are required to do so); half of the universities archive Oral
histories and other AV digital collections (1 is required to do so). See below in the main body of the
report for information on other material types and descriptions of the nature of those materials.

1

The report presents full-text responses to all items except for those specific to institutions’ policies. It also does
not include institution names, which have been redacted for anonymity.
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A large majority of 8 of the universities indicated that there are materials their institution would like
to archive but currently does not. These included such things as dissertations and theses (for those who
are not already doing so), websites, emails, social media, institutional historical items (photos, events,
organizations), and oral history projects.
When SUS respondents were asked about impediments to actively archiving materials in the FDA,
we see some similarity to their FCS colleagues. Reasons offered included funding, staffing, lack of
knowledge about the FDA, and existing usage of Islandora (as well as other archival platforms). SUS
respondents also indicated that there are other concerns over the FDA system itself, including the
system’s age, ongoing sustainability, transfer capacity limits, the lack of a standard API, and a perceived
difficulty in being able to find what an institution has archived to date.
Regarding preservation policies, a majority of 7 of the institutions indicated that there is no policy in
place, either at the library or institutional level. Of those that indicated there are policies in place, 4
indicated that the library has one, and 1 indicated that both the library and the institution have
preservation policies.
In looking at the materials that are archived, 5 universities are archiving library or library-related
materials only and 5 archive those materials as well as other materials from their institution. The nonlibrary items that have been archived include such things as materials in an institutional repository,
datasets, and institutional records of historical value.
When asked about which functions or aspects of the FDA and DAITSS software worked well for their
institutions, respondents indicated such things as:








Submissions (including the option for web submissions of FTP package)
Web tracking of package ingest status and ingest through FTP
Query of package submissions
Format variety in SIP packages
Online user interface
Format migration
Support

Respondents were also asked about which functions or aspects of the FDA and DAITSS software
need improvement. They indicated such things as:








Ability to generate aggregated reports by institution
Automatically archiving materials, presumably from other FLVC-hosted platforms into the FDA
FDA single submission options
Submission via the DAITSS user interface can be slow at times
Ability to queue via FTP has been unreliable
Initial FDA logon should default to general query page
Number of zip files that may be sent at once
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A standard modern API to retrieve information from the DAITSS User Interface.

When asked if there are preservation functions that are important to their institutions that the FDA
doesn’t currently offer, respondents suggested such things as:






Support of METS Editor or comparable METS XML GUI if Digital Library/FDA single submission is
not possible
Versioning
Islandora to FDA direct deposit
Ability to submit bulk requests for DIPS from IEIDs and/or use BibIDs
Ability to accept and validate METS records that contain NISO MIX technical metadata

When asked to rank specific pieces the FDA documentation, each one fared pretty positively.
Respondents ranked documentation as Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, or Poor. All documentation had
more combined Excellent, Very Good, and Good ratings than combined Fair and Poor ratings. The
highest rated items of documentation were the FDA Affiliate’s Guide to the FDA User Interface and
Florida Digital Archive Terms. The lowest rated items of documentation were the Table of
Recommended Data Formats for Preservation Purposes and FDA File Preservation Strategies by Format.
Those were the lowest, but again, they still saw more combined positive ratings than negative ratings.
Respondents were also asked what other topics for FDA documentation would be useful to them.
Suggestions included instructions on how to integrate other metadata schema in METS and examples of
good METS files for ingest.
When asked what other services or functions the FDA could offer that would assist in meeting digital
preservation obligations, respondents said such things as integration with Islandora, automatic
archiving, and a forum or process for users to submit suggestions for improvements.
In the coming fiscal year, a strong majority of 10 universities indicated that they plan to archive
either approximately the same amount of content as last year (5 universities) or more content than last
year (also 5 universities). The remaining 2 universities indicated they do not plan to archive any content
in the coming year.
Finally, half of the universities use the UF METS Editor to create SIPs, and half do not. Not all of the
universities who do not use the UF METS Editor explained their process, but those who did gave reasons
which included giving UF permission to send materials to FALSC for placing in the FDA and a locally
developed application (Sobek) that interfaces with repositories.
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FCS Results
Is your institution interested in archiving materials in the Florida Digital Archive?
Yes
No

Number
4
7

Percent
36%
64%

Yes
36%
No
64%

If you answered yes, please describe the nature of the digital content you wish to preserve,
and the quantity of that content.
Possibly information on the institution. Currently no major need, but we've had a couple of collections
slip out of our grasp because there is no digitization here.
I am interested in archiving materials, but do not yet have any specifics to give you. We have just created
an Islandora site, so will be archiving yearbooks, course catalogs, photos, and other materials there. We
are a small community college, so I am uncertain what we would specifically archive, but faculty here do
research and we are hoping to increase output of research, as well as saving the hard work they do every
day.
We have a project on one campus to archive materials that are hosted on (our) Islandora site, and we
may have some potential projects in the future.
Currently we are utilizing FL-Islandora for our content, but I would be interested in contributing to the
FDA. We are current preserving content based on the history of (the) college, but I have recently begun
collecting materials relating to the history of the (local) areas. At the moment we have approximately
45gb of preserved data.
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If you answered no, please elaborate on any reasons or barriers to your institution’s
participation in the Florida Digital Archive.
At this time we do not have the staff to begin any archiving projects.
There may be a time in the future that we might utilize the digital archive within our mission and I would
support having access. There are no barriers or reasons for utilizing the service other than adhering to
the policies of the archive and our institution.
I'm not sure. I think our needs will be met by Islandora -- is that part of the "Florida Digital Archive?" We
need to *convert* analog content to digital and lack sufficient staffing and expertise for adequate
metadata creation. Those items are from our college archives, relating to the college. The college retains
the copyright to most published items (catalog, Board minutes, self-studies) but most interest is in
photographs that have been donated to us dating back to the 1950s. We do not have copyright transfer
for the photos and for most, do not even know enough about the photo for adequate description. These
are our challenges and needs. Thanks for inquiring.
At this time, we do not have a need but would like to revisit this issue in the future when we undertake a
digitization project.
No barriers - just no reason to start.
The idea has been brought up & let die several times in the last four years, so I am not willing to say we
aren't ever going to participate.
We don't have any material to archive.
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SUS Results
Has your institution archived any materials in the FDA in the past year?
Number
8
4

Yes
No

Percent
67%
33%

No
33%
Yes
67%

If so, please indicate which account was used to submit and archive these materials (Please
elaborate)
Exclusively into our own
institutional FDA account.
Into the following Institution’s
FDA accounts
Into the
following
Institutions
FDA
accounts
25%



Number

Percent

6

75%

2

25%

Exclusively
into our own
institutional
FDA account.
75%

One of the two institutions who does not archive exclusively into their own account does archive
into their own account, just not exclusively. They also archive into another institution’s account
as well. The other institution archives exclusively into another university’s account.
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In the past year, has your institution archived materials in any other long-term preservation
repositories, either directly or indirectly via agreements with third parties (e.g., ProQuest,
MetaArchive)?
Yes
No

Number
6
6

Percent
50%
50%

No
50%

Yes
50%

If so, please list the names of those other repositories and indicate the nature of the materials archived in
them:
ProQuest holds copies of (our) Electronic Theses and Dissertations.
ProQuest – ETDs.
Technically, our ETDs are also preserved through ProQuest but our Graduate School manages that
contract and we do not consider it to be one of our preservation systems.
We do archive our institution's theses and dissertations in ProQuest.
UF Tivoli system and smaller quantities of materials scanned by Internet Archive were also deposited
with IA. Select materials were also deposited with HathiTrust.
Lyrasis.
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In the past year, has your institution archived materials in the FDA that are owned by other
institutions?
Yes
No

Number
3
9

Percent
25%
75%

Yes
25%

No
75%

If so, please describe the nature of the arrangement:
(Our institution) hosts content for a number of partner institutions, including museums, public libraries,
municipal archives, govt. agencies, etc. Depending on the partnership agreement, (we) will also submit
the materials for preservation in the FDA.
We archived files owned by our partner institutions as part of Central Florida Memory.
(We) host and archive content contributed by FL SUS partners of dLOC as well as other dLOC partners.
This arrangement is based on an agreement and sustainability plan that was last renewed in 2012
between (us) as the Tech Hub and dLOC.

If you answered yes, was this as a result of an agreement with that institution (e.g., arrangements with
local museums or other educational institutions)?
 All 3 institutions who answered yes to the previous question also answered that, yes, this is as a
result of an agreement with that institution

If so, please describe the nature of the arrangement:
Museums, public libraries, academic libraries, and cultural centers as part of Central Florida Memory.
We host small amounts of content from several Florida Cultural Heritage museums and groups including
Bok Tower, the Matheson Museum in Gainesville and similar.
See above (“(Our institution) hosts content for a number of partner institutions, including museums,
public libraries, municipal archives, govt. agencies, etc. Depending on the partnership agreement, (we)
will also submit the materials for preservation in the FDA.”
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Check all that apply and indicate the materials your institution is required to archive, either
by funders, institutional or regulatory mandate
My
institution
archives
Archival is
these
compulsory
materials
with FDA
8
2
7
6
6
1
3
1

Digitized versions of materials in Special Collections
Electronic Theses and Dissertations
Oral histories and other AV digital collections
Other Scholarly Publications
Cultural heritage and related materials archived on behalf of other
institutions
Materials related to grant-funded projects requiring digital preservation

My institution archives these materials with FDA

3

1

3

3

Archival is compulsory

8
7
6

6

3

3

3

3

2
1

Digitized
versions of
materials in
Special
Collections

Electronic
Theses and
Dissertations

Oral histories
and other AV
digital
collections

1

Other Scholarly
Publications

1

Cultural heritage
Materials
and related
related to grantmaterials
funded projects
archived on
requiring digital
behalf of other
preservation
institutions
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Please describe the nature of the materials you archive with the FDA
Electronic Theses and Dissertation materials:
Generally PDFs with corresponding MODS records (xml files). We occasionally have supplemental
materials such as audio, video or image files that go with a thesis or dissertation.
PDF documents.
PDFs and supplemental files (formats vary).
ETDs, retrospectively scanned Dissertations and Theses, Honors Theses, Projects in Lieu of Thesis.

Other Scholarly Publications:
Journals, University Magazine, Museum Catalogs.
The Libraries provide and support the Institutional Repository of the University of Florida and as such are
tasked with the permanent retention of its content. Likewise UF affiliated journals that are hosted on the
FALSC instance of OJS are not automatically deposited to FDA, so the libraries undertake to ensure they
are deposited.

Digitized versions of materials in Special Collections:
FHP-Florida Heritage Project.
Photographs, Maps, Architectural Drawings, Books, Newspapers, Ephemera, Musical Scores,
Government Documents.
Photographs, newspapers, other documents.
Books, photos, ephemera, newspapers, posters tiff, jpeg, pdf, audio/video.
The majority of digitized special collections materials--manuscripts, letters, photos, ephemera, art,
artifacts, blue prints, newspapers, etc. are digitized using grant funding which requires permanent
retention of the digital versions.
Right now, our focus is serial publications.

Oral histories and other AV digital collections
Oral histories, music.
As a safety measure, we deposit born digital collections into a digital preservation system before
processing begins to make sure a clean copy is always preserved of the materials.
Veterans Oral History Project, institutional oral histories.
The majority of digitized or born digital orals history content are digitized or created using grant funding
which requires permanent retention and accessibility of the digital versions.
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Cultural heritage and related materials archived on behalf of other institutions:
Photographs, Maps, Architectural Drawings, Books, Newspapers, Ephemera, Reports, Legislative Minute
Books.
Books, photos, ephemera, newspapers, posters tiff, jpeg, pdf.
The majority of such content is digitized using grant funding which requires permanent retention of the
digital versions.

Materials related to grant-funded projects requiring digital preservation:
Florida Heritage Collection.
Photographs, Maps, Architectural Drawings, Books, Newspapers, Ephemera, Reports, Legislative Minute
Books, Musical Scores, Government Documents.
The majority of such content is digitized using grant funding which requires permanent retention of the
digital versions. Example includes NEH funded National Digital Newspaper Project content.
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Are there materials that your institution would like to archive but doesn’t?
Yes
No

Number
8
4

Percent
67%
33%

No
33%
Yes
67%

If so, please indicate the nature of those materials (e.g., websites, etc.)
Photos of buildings, former events, organizations, etc. submitted by alumni, faculty, students,
departments, in order to preserve the history and legacy of the university and the community. Audio
files/oral histories.
We will be archiving all of our digital collections and intend to begin doing so this academic year.
Websites Structured data sets.
In the future we would like to archive Dissertation and Theses and other scholarly works produced by
the university.
Datasets, institutional websites and social media accounts.
Websites, email, social media Provide institution wide support for materials related to grant-funded
projects requiring digital preservation.
We would like to have tools to increase our capacity to archive website, social media feeds, STL files and
other 3-D print file formats.
Video and oral history projects. We have sent some in the past, just not in the past year.
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If your institution either does not actively archive materials in the Florida Digital Archive or
archives materials only in a limited capacity, please explain your institution’s impediments to
actively archiving materials in the FDA:
Lack of funding and staffing has prevented our continuation of digital projects.
It would be easier is materials ingested into Islandora were automatically archived in the FDA.
We use the FDA in a limited capacity because of the complications we've had in getting materials into
the system and also our concern over the age and sustainability of the FDA over time.
There have been times when we have been unable to deposit content at the rate it is produced, due to
throttles on content flow. There are times when a large load of vended digital content arrives back at
the same time a large project is being done in-house creating more than the weekly allocation of 1.5 TB
(or so) of content that remains at risk until is it loaded to FDA. We would like to see the transfer capacity
increased.
There's no standard API for us to link to the system, so right now it is a cumbersome process. It's difficult
to see what we've archived so far; we currently maintain a separate database of those materials.
Limited knowledge of the FDA, how to use it, benefits, and our ongoing efforts in other areas such as
Islandora platforms, ArchivesSpace, and other arrangements for digital collections.

Does your library or institution have a preservation policy or policies?
Yes - The library has a preservation policy
Yes - Our institution as a whole has a preservation policy
Yes - Both the library and our institution have a preservation
policy
No - Neither the library nor the institution have a preservation
policy

No - Neither
the library nor
the insitution
have a
preservation
policy
58%

Number
4
0

Percent
34%
0%

1

8%

7

58%

Yes - The
library has a
preservation
policy
34%

8%
Yes - Both the
library and our
institution have
a preservation
policy
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Does your library archive only materials for the library (including materials owned by other
organizations through an agreement with the library) or do you archive materials for your
institution as well?
Library or library-related materials only
Library or library-related materials and
materials from the institution
Not Applicable

Not
Applicable
17%
Library or
library-related
materials and
materials
from the
institution
42%

Number
5

Percent
42%

5

42%

2

17%

Library or
library-related
materials only
41%

Please explain the nature of the non-library material:
Materials included in the Institutional Repository (e.g. (institution) hosted journals and other significant
content generated by the university departments and centers) are submitted to the FDA.
Datasets, born-digital institutional records.
Institutional records of historical value (University Archives).
We have archival agreements with many area organizations, non-profits, as well as direct service
organizations that are part of, yet separate from (our institution).
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Which existing functions or aspects of the FDA and DAITSS software work well for your
institution?
Both FTP and DAITSS submissions work well. Submissions via DAITSS can be slow at times.
The option for either FTP package or web submissions; web tracking of package ingest status and query
of package submissions.
All functions/aspects work well - online gui, ftp submission, online search/view/disseminate, format
migration, support.
Accepts a wide variety of file formats in SIP packages. Provides a comprehensive listing of AIP details
Tests Checksum during ingest File migration of supported formats.
The provision of a .csv spreadsheet with recently accepted zip files with size.
Ingest through FTP.

Which existing functions or aspects of the FDA and DAITSS need improvement? (Rank them in
order of importance to your institution.)
Ability to generate aggregated reports by institution via interface.
It would be useful if materials were automatically archived in the FDA.
-Digital Library/FDA single submission options -Error/Reject reporting that does not require intermediate
FALSC interpretation (human understandable reports) -Collection codes in contracts. They are currently
limiting because of the need to consistently u (NOTE: this comment was submitted exactly as depicted)
The ability to queue via FTP has been unreliable in recent months. There have been issues with the
packages we’re trying to ingest but errors aren’t easy to find in the ingest reports and I’ve had a few
error reports never arrive in my email - I had to hunt for them. Our larger packages (a year's worth of
ETD PDFs) have not been handled well by the system so that has caused problems as well. The larger
packages are also a product of the fact we're trying to pull materials out of Islandora to load into FDA
and there is no easy way to do so. The FDA also requires METS where Islandora needs MODS so we repurpose the Islandora load packages for FDA but a lot of work is required to do so. Right now, we also
rely on the METS editor which is not always user friendly and has sometimes dropped needed METS
fields which causes more errors. In terms of importance to institution, it would be 1) Islandora
integration 2) Better loading functionality and 3) Easier way to create proper METS files for ingest.
It would be great if we weren't restricted to using dedicated IPs.
1. Query speed of the FDA/Daitss GUI 2) Initial FDA GUI user logon should default to the general query
page.
1) The number of zip files that may be sent at once; 2) Improve speed of file ingest; 3) Ability to accept
packages larger than 100GB; 4) Ability to accept file names with spaces and/or commas; 5) Consider
allowing login from any computer without IP restrictions; 6) User interface with an option to access a list
of previous submissions by date.
Website is slow; needs an upgrade? Needs a standard modern API to retrieve information; IP restricted
access would be fine Related to API, improved reporting on what has been submitted Easier retrieval of
archive packages.
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Are there preservation functions that are important to your institution that the FDA doesn’t
currently offer? (List and rank them in order of importance to your institution.)
It would be useful if materials were automatically archived in the FDA.
Support of METSEditor or comparable METS XML GUI if Digital Library/FDA single submission is not
possible.
Versioning.
FL-Islandora to FDA direct deposit.
1. Ability to submit bulk requests for DIPS from IEIDs and/or use BibIDs 2. Ability to generate .csv's or xls
spreadsheets of FDA IEID's from UF BibIDs 3. Ability to generate .csv's or xls files of duplicate UF AIPs
(Packages") 4. Ability to view available space on FDA FTP temporary storage server to better plan load
strategy/timing--again due to throttling of loads
The ability to accept and validate METS records that contain NISO MIX technical metadata.
Just a better web interface; FDA follows other requirements we need.
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Please rate FDA documentation:

1
2
1
0
0
1

3
1
3
3
4
1

4
4
3
4
2
3

0
0
0
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

Don't
use
enough
to rate
2
3
3
2
3
3

0

2

3

1

2

2

2

0

2

3

1

2

2

2

Poor

Don't use enough to rate

Very
Excellent
Good
Good
FDA Affiliate's Guide to the FDA User Interface
Florida Digital Archive Terms
DAITSS Overview
Florida Digital Archive Policy and Procedures
Florida Digital Archive SIP Specifications
Preservation Support Levels
Table of Recommended Data Formats for
Preservation Purposes
FDA File Preservation Strategies by Format
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

FDA Affiliate's Guide to the FDA User Interface

1

DAITSS Overview

3

3

3

4

4

Florida Digital Archive SIP Specifications

1

1

2

4

1

3

2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2

3

2

3

2

1

2

Did not
answer

Did not answer

4

1

1

Florida Digital Archive Policy and Procedures

Preservation Support Levels

Poor

3

2

Florida Digital Archive Terms

Fair

2

2

3

2

3

2

Table of Recommended Data Formats for Preservation Purposes

2

3

1

2

2

2

FDA File Preservation Strategies by Format

2

3

1

2

2

2

0.00%

100.00%
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What other topics for FDA documentation would be useful to you?
Documentation for FDA is good in general; I can usually figure out what I need to in order to ingest a
package. I do wish there were examples of good METS files for ingest; I run into problems with missing
information in METS sometimes as the METS editor doesn’t always seem to work 100% correct so being
able to check my METS files against a good example of one would be helpful not only in creating it but
also in figuring out where a problem may be.
Most used piece of documentation is Table of Recommended Data Formats for Preservation Purposes.
Please keep this updated and accessible.
Several of the links in the above documents need to be updated to be usable. For example:
www.fcla.edu/digitalArchive/pdfs/DAITSS_METS_SIP_Profile.pdf
fclaweb.fcla.edu/uploads/metsETDspec.pdf.
Instructions on how to integrate other metadata schema in METS; providing other options of software
that may be used to create preservation packages and instructions; placing updated documentation
related to FDA and DAITSS in a centralized place.
Please review and update documentation! What's there is decent, but much of it is from 2011/2012?

What other services or functions could the FDA offer that would assist your institution I
meeting its digital preservation obligations?
Integration with Islandora.
It would be useful if materials were automatically archived in the FDA. Though ingest into Islandora and
backup on site suits our digital preservation obligations.
Creating the packages takes a lot of extra steps for us and our workflows - it would be great if there was
some way for Islandora and the FDA to talk so that we didn’t need to load everything into two separate
places each time but instead load it once to a single location and have both systems use the same
package.
Periodic sample set AIP checksum report Periodic AIP migration reports.
A forum or process for users to submit suggestions for improvements; improved means for users to ask
questions and receive help; provision of online training related to the system.
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Provide estimates of the volume of content your institution plans to archive in FY 2017/2018
We do not plan to archive any content in the coming year
We plan to archive content but less than last year
We plan to archive approximately the same amount of content as last year
We plan to archive more content than we did last year

We plan to
archive more
content than
we did last year
42%

Number
2
0
5
5

Percent
17%
0%
42%
42%

We do not plan
to archive any
content in the
coming year
17%
We plan to
archive
approximately
the same
amount of
content as last
year
41%
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Please provide information about the nature of the collections or projects your institution
plans to archive in FY 2017/2018
Yearbooks.
We plan to archive more content each year on a continuing basis and do not foresee any change in the
nature of the collections or projects for the coming year meaning same types of format, number, and
sizes of collections.
We intend to archive our digital collections in the FDA, including video, oral histories, large images, and
data.
We plan to continue to archive our Electronic Theses and Dissertations, Photographs, Maps,
Architectural Drawings, Books, Newspapers, Ephemera, Reports, Musical Scores, Government
Documents material along with an increase in Audio/Video materials.
While (we) will not be adding content to the FDA, we are mapping out plans to use another DP tool for
our needs. Per our draft policy, ETDs and born digital collections are top priorities for our digital
preservation program.
Similar to previous years, but may begin supporting data for some grant funded projects.
(We) will continue to participate in the NEH funded newspaper digitization project, collaborate heavily
with the Samuel Proctor Oral History project with the intention of loading over 800 oral histories in the
area of African American Families in Florida. The retrospective dissertation scanning project continues at
a steady pace. Title VI ensures that we will continue to digitize a large quantity of content on Latin
American a Caribbean topics. We will anticipate loading over 1 million images this year in about 100,000
records.
Continue with several large projects that include both PDFs and tiffs from archives and special
collections.
More serials and some audio/video files, particularly oral histories
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Does your institution use the UF METS Editor to create SIPs?
Yes
No

Number
6
6

Percent
50%
50%

No
50%

Yes
50%

If not, please describe the tool or process you use to create SIPs or package materials for archiving:
(We) gave permission for UF to send materials to (FALSC) in order to place them in the FDA; the
collection(s) that (we) had digitized by Northern Micrographics, were placed on DVD/CD and mailed to
(FALSC) to be placed in the archive.
Locally developed application that interfaces with repositories. (We use Sobek)

Respondent who answered “Yes” above:
Currently when preparing SIP's for FDA we use the DLC Toolbox>Go UFDC The Mets Editor is also part of
this suite of tools.
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Please describe your preservation workflow and the point in the lifecycle of digital objects
when materials are sent to the FDA for archiving, especially any batch processes. 2
For PDF or single image content archiving tends to take place soon after ingest of access copies with downloaded
Islandora mods xml converted to METS using the step thru directory process. For complex digital objects, it is more
complicated to archive after access ingest as the differing content types of a compound object are ingested into
Islandora using different content type modules and so objects must be repackaged to have their content files grouped
together in a single package directory.
1. Physical materials are digitized according to FADGI Guidelines for archival master files. Born-digital materials may
be converted into archival masters in accordance with the FDA highest confidence “Recommended Data Formats for
Preservation” (e.g. Microsoft Word conversion to PDF/A) 2.Archival masters are copied into production masters if any
processing is necessary. These files are then covered into lower resolution access files. At this point, all files reside in a
designated internal production server 3.Metadata is generated for files and access copies are ingested along with
metadata into the digital library system or IR. For audio/video content, they are uploaded to the streaming media
server and embedded in digital library and IR metadata records. 4. Archival masters are sent to the FDA along with
associated XML METS metadata files 5.Archival masters along with metadata and access files are moved to an internal
dedicated archive server.
We practice targeted digital preservation so that objects that enter the DP workflow are determined by a set of
criteria outlined in our draft framework. Those objects slated for digital preservation, at the moment, are loaded into
Islandora first and then the load packages for Islandora are re-purposed to meet FDA needs (meaning, a METS file is
created for the package, the MODS file is changed slightly to allow for FDA loading and no confusion with the METS
file and any Islandora-specific files such as a manifest are removed from the package).
Two workflows – one for materials that are made available online and one for materials that are not posted online: 1.
Once materials are made available online, the digital collection metadata is exported and repurposed for FDA
packages. Packages are created using the UF METS Editor. Packages are created by batch whenever possible. Packages
are submitted to the FDA via ftp. FDA package numbers and ingest IDs are tracked using an internal system. 2. For
materials not made available online, FDA packages are created using the METS editor with minimal metadata.
Packages are submitted to the FDA via ftp. FDA package numbers and ingest IDs are tracked using an internal system.
(Our) digital preservation workflow is primarily guided by various tools in the DLC Toolbox: 1. Pre-QC tool: archival
master files within UFDC BIbID packages recursively create .jpg and .jp2 access copies with Imagemagick and retrieve
an existing METS from UFDC. 2. Quality Control Tool: quality control and descriptive metadata is added and OCR is
performed. 3. Go UFDC: UF BIbID package is loaded to UFDC and archived to Tivoli storage. 4. Go UFDC>FDA Prep
tool: Creates FDA xml file from online UFDC METS file and creates checksums. 5. Filezilla: FTP's SIP package to FDA
package server. 6. FDA package ingest is verified through FDA/DAITSS GUI via.csv. converted to xls format.
After materials have been submitted to the IR, individual packages with METS records are created. Batch processes
are not currently employed. See details below -- Individual packages contain the original file with any supplemental
files. The size of the file does not exceed size limits and that file names follow the FDA conventions. A METS record is
generated by converting a MARC UTF-8 record for the object. Supplemental files (with structural metadata) and the
FDA metadata are added to the METS using SobeckCM. The METS record will be renamed to match the package and
added. Package is zipped and submitted to the FDA. A CSV file is downloaded to keep a record of what was sent and
when.
(We) do not have an established workflow for archiving newly-created digital objects.

2

Note: The responses from universities who indicated “No” when asked “May we share details of your workflow
with other affiliates?” have been redacted from this report.
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May we share details of your workflow with other affiliates?
Yes
No

Number
9
3

Percent
75%
25%

No
25%
Yes
75%

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions about the Florida Digital Archive?
Although, (we) have not made a recent deposit into this digital archive, we still feel as though this is a
valuable service to our Library, and we plan to continue use of the service, at some point in the future.
This service allows Florida libraries to continue using best practices, as it is relevant to dark archives,
with the continued provision of this service. We hope that this service will continue, as losing the service
would be a detriment to the Statue University System libraries.
The FDA is an important institutional tool and has provided much needed security for institutional
assets. The labor intensive process of digital collection building at the state university libraries would be
deeply setback without this service. FDA staff have always been extremely helpful and diligent in
assisting (us) to meet their preservation goals. Investment in maintenance, services, and staff for the
FDA should be considered a high priority.
It would be useful if materials were automatically archived in the FDA.
In regards to the UF METS editor, unfortunately - it’s dying a slow and painful death. I have noticed it's
getting slower over time and I've had it drop fields on me in the past year that I know I told it to include
in the record. If that's going to remain a tool used in the state, I would suggest someone takes ownership
of it and does an update on it.
We use the UF METS Editor exclusively for creating FDA packages. Future support (or even
improvements) for this Editor or one to replace its functionality is important for our continued FDA
package creation.
Stephen is always very responsive to inquiries and is helpful when odd situations arise.
Thank you for offering this service!
Thank you for communicating downtimes, etc. so well via the list!
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FDA Agreements Contractual Language on Billing
Agreements requiring only 30 days written notice for billing:
USF, dated September 22, 2004:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for use of the FDA until January 1, 2005. Thereafter FCLA may institute
cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with 30 days written notice. No charges will be
incurred by USFLS for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is implemented. Billing rates will
be posted on the FDA website. USFLS agrees to satisfy USFLS’s financial obligations within the terms and
conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
UCF, signed November 23, 2004:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for use of the FDA until January 1, 2005. Thereafter FCLA may institute
cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with 30 days written notice. No charges will be
incurred by USFLS for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is implemented. Billing rates will
be posted on the FDA website. USFLS agrees to satisfy USFLS’s financial obligations within the terms and
conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
FGCU, dated November 1, 2004:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for use of the FDA until January 1, 2005. Thereafter FCLA may institute
cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with 30 days written notice. No charges will be
incurred by USFLS for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is implemented. Billing rates will
be posted on the FDA website. USFLS agrees to satisfy USFLS’s financial obligations within the terms and
conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”

Agreements requiring 180 days written notice for billing:
UNF, dated January 1, 2006 (Agreement indicates that “template revised: 20 September 2005”:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”

FIU, dated May 1, 2005:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
FAU, dated 22 September 2005:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
FAMU, dated October 13, 2006:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
NCF, dated August 29, 2011 (Agreement indicates that “template revised: 20 August 2011”:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
FSU, dated February 3, 2009:

“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
UF, dated Aug. 31, 2005:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”
UWF, dated May 11, 2005:
“10. Billing
FCLA warrants that it will not bill for the use of the FDA until January 1, 2006. Thereafter FCLA may
institute cost-recovery billing for the use of the FDA at any time with written notice of no less than 180
days. No charges will be incurred by Library for FDA services provided up to the time that billing is
implemented; if Library wishes to withdraw any of its materials from the FDA before billing is instituted
it may do so at no charge. Billing rates will be posted on the FDA website. Library agrees to satisfy
Library’s financial obligations within the terms and conditions of payment established by FCLA, or to
withdraw its contributions from the FDA.”

